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Can Smart City Data be Used to Create New Official
Statistics?
Rob Kitchin1 and Samuel Stehle2

In this article we evaluate the viability of using big data produced by smart city systems for
creating new official statistics. We assess sixteen sources of urban transportation and
environmental big data that are published as open data or were made available to the project
for Dublin, Ireland. These data were systematically explored through a process of data
checking and wrangling, building tools to display and analyse the data, and evaluating them
with respect to 16 measures of their suitability: access, sustainability and reliability,
transparency and interpretability, privacy, fidelity, cleanliness, completeness, spatial
granularity, temporal granularity, spatial coverage, coherence, metadata availability, changes
over time, standardisation, methodological transparency, and relevance. We assessed how the
data could be used to produce key performance indicators and potential new official statistics.
Our analysis reveals that, at present, a limited set of smart city data is suitable for creating new
official statistics, though others could potentially be made suitable with changes to data
management. If these new official statistics are to be realised then National Statistical
Institutions need to work closely with those organisations generating the data to try and
implement a robust set of procedures and standards that will produce consistent, long-term
data sets.
Key words: Big data; transport; environment; data quality; key performance indicators.

1.

Introduction

Official statistics are appropriate, reliable, consistent data related to a jurisdiction that
adhere to professional and scientific standards and are impartially compiled and produced
by official statistical agencies (UNECE 1992). Over the past decade there has been
significant attention paid to the potential of big data – that is, data that are produced
continuously and have an exhaustive sample within a domain (Kitchin and McArdle
2016) – for compiling official statistics as produced by National Statistical Institutions
(NSIs) and other government agencies (Florescu et al. 2014; Kitchin 2015; Struijs et al.
2014). Several big data sources have been examined as to their prospective utility, such as
mobile network data for mobility and tourism statistics, web searches and job
advertisements for labour statistics, real-estate websites for property statistics, social
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media for consumer confidence and well-being statistics, supermarket scanner data for
price and household consumption statistics, traffic inductive loops and automatic number
plate recognition cameras for transport statistics, smart meters for energy statistics, and
satellite imagery for land-use, agricultural and environmental statistics (ESSC 2014).
These data, it is hypothesised, hold a number of potential opportunities and benefits for
agencies producing official statistics (see Table 1), not least of which are more granular
detail (at the level of individuals, address points, transactions), more timely production
(Eurostat 2014b), entirely or partially replacing existing statistical sources, improving
estimates from statistical sources, and providing additional complementary or entirely new
statistical outputs (Florescu et al. 2014). In addition, they are generally direct measures of
phenomena (rather than what people say they do), and are more timely being continually
generated as a core element of system operation. They obviate survey fatigue, and they can
add significant value for marginal cost given they are already being produced (Landefeld
2014; Struijs et al. 2014). However, these opportunities also require new accreditation
procedures (Eurostat 2014a), and have their own unique quality and usability issues.
As a consequence, NSIs and related agencies such as Eurostat, the ESS, the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE), the United Nations Economic and
Social Council (ECOSOC), and the United Nations Statistical Division (UNSD) have
Table 1. Opportunities, challenges and risks of big data for official statistics.

Opportunities

Challenges

Risks

† complement, replace, improve,
and add to existing data sets
† produce more timely outputs
† compensate for survey fatigue of
citizens and companies
† complement and extend microlevel and small area analysis
† improve quality and ground
truthing
† refine existing statistical composition
† easier cross-jurisdictional comparisons
† better linking to other data sets
† new data analytics producing new
and better insights
† reduced costs
† optimization of working practices
and efficiency gains in production
† redeployment of staff to higher
value tasks
† greater collaboration with computational social science, data
science, and data industries
† greater visibility and use of
official statistics

† forming strategic alliances with big
data producers
† gaining access to data, procurement
and licensing
† gaining access to associated methodology and metadata
† establishing provenance and lineage
of data sets
† legal and regulatory issues, including intellectual property
† establishing suitability for purpose
† establishing data set quality with
respect to veracity (accuracy, fidelity), uncertainty, error, bias,
reliability, and calibration
† technological feasibility
† methodological feasibility
† experimenting and trialing big
analytic
† institutional change management
† ensuring inter-jurisdictional collaboration and common standards

† mission drift
† damage to reputation and losing
public trust
† privacy breaches
and data security
† inconsistent
access and continuity
† resistance of big
data providers
and populace
† fragmentation of
approaches
across jurisdictions
† resource constraints and cutbacks
† privatisation and
competition

Source: Kitchin (2015, 473)
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established big data working groups/committees and/or undertaken scoping and pilot
research to evaluate the opportunities, challenges and risks of using big data in their work
(e.g., ESSC 2014, Eurostat 2014b, UNECE 2014, ECOSOC 2015). The 2017 Bogota
Declaration adopted by the 4th UN Global Conference on Big Data for Official Statistics
recognised the need for greater collaboration and modernisation in pursuit of sustainable
statistical resources, while proposing global platforms and partnerships to facilitate data
sharing (UN Big Data Working Group 2017). In the European Union, the Heads of the
NSIs signed the Scheveningen Memorandum (ESSC 2013) that committed them to
examining and evaluating the use of big data in official statistics. In 2018, the ESSC
approved the Bucharest Memorandum (ESSC 2018), providing additional considerations
for modernizing official statistics, including skills training, national and international
coordination, and responding to General Data Protection Regulations and other privacy
concerns. Despite expanded mandates to use big data, there remain good reasons for
hesitancy in mainstreaming the use of big data in creating official statistics, as set out in
Table 1. Of particular concern are: gaining access to the data and associated metadata on a
long-term, on-going basis; establishing and maintaining data quality; gaining and
validating methodological transparency and ensuring long-term stability in the
measurement and production processes; losing control of key aspects of the statistical
system; and minimizing risks with respect to privacy and data security. These challenges
and risks are not easy to handle and surmount. While still excited by the potential of using
big data and pursing their prospective use, NSIs are still some way from passing
judgement on their viability in compiling official statistics fearing that they might
compromise the integrity of their products and their position as trusted agencies.
In this article, we explore these issues and the viability of using big data produced by
several smart city technologies for creating new official statistics, resulting from a project
conducted in partnership with a NSI (Central Statistics Office, Ireland). The smart city
agenda seeks to improve urban life through the application of digital technologies to the
management and delivery of city services and infrastructures and the solving of urban
issues (Karvonen et al. 2018; Townsend 2013). While the term ‘smart city’ has gained
popularity in recent years, there is a relatively long history of digital systems being used to
understand and manage city services stretching back to the 1950s (Kitchin 2017). Given
advances in digital technology and networking, a relatively broad set of smart city
technologies are presently being used across the globe by city administrations, companies
and citizens (see Table 2). The majority of these systems are used for operational purposes
and generate and use big data to monitor, manage and direct system and infrastructure
performance in or near real-time. Collectively, they produce and analyse a wealth of data
about cities and several of the sources hold promise for supplementing or creating new
official statistics related to transport and travel, environment, energy, waste, emergency
services, and home life.
This article expands our understanding of the usability of big data by evaluating several
open data sources largely produced outside of the fold of traditional sources of official
statistics data (e.g., state survey and administrative data), including private-sector data,
and identifying 15 criteria that are necessary to develop usable official statistics based on
the suggestions of the Scheveningen and Bucharest Memoranda. Our analysis stems from
a project that assessed the characteristics and potential of the big data sources available to
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Table 2. Smart city technologies.

Domain

Example technologies

Government

E-government systems; online transactions; city operating systems;
performance management systems; urban dashboards
Centralised control rooms; digital surveillance; predictive policing;
coordinated emergency response

Security and
emergency
services
Transport
Energy
Waste
Environment
Buildings
Homes

Intelligent transport systems; integrated ticketing; smart travel cards;
bikeshare; real-time passenger information; smart parking; logistics
management; transport apps; dynamic road signs; mobility tracking
Smart grids; smart meters; energy usage apps; smart lighting
Compactor bins and dynamic routing/collection
IoT sensor networks (e.g., pollution, noise, weather; land movement;
flood management); dynamically responsive interventions
(e.g., automated flood defenses)
Building management systems; sensor networks
Smart meters; app controlled smart appliances

Source: Kitchin (2016, 12)

us as open data (see Table 3), and the challenges and risks in using these data for official
statistics. The research was undertaken as part of a larger project focused on the creation of
city dashboards. In general, a city dashboard uses visual analytics – dynamic and/or
interactive graphics and maps to display and communicate information about the
performance, structure, pattern and trends of cities (Kitchin et al. 2015). The data can be
sourced from operational and administrative systems, generated by municipalities,
government departments and NSIs. The operational data are typically big data and
accessed using an API. The data are largely understood to be useful for tracing what is
happening in the city in real-time, at particular time points, and over time, but are not
considered validated official statistics for the city. Frequently there are no quality checks
on such data, with APIs fed directly from the data sensor. These are supplemented with
more traditional administrative and statistical data, preferably data published on a subannual basis (monthly, quarterly, half-yearly).
Our choice of what data to examine was largely defined by access and availability, and
we invested time into trying to leverage additional closed data sets for use in the
dashboard. All of the forms of data detailed in Table 3 were openly available through APIs
and data stores in the two cities for which we have been building dashboards (Dublin and
Cork). As can be seen by comparing Tables 2 and 3, it is thus apparent that a very
significant barrier to using smart city technologies as a data source for official statistics is
that the majority of data are not openly available, especially those that are produced by
commercial enterprises. The Bucharest Memorandum and the UN Fundamental Principles
of Official Statistics (UNECE 1992) stipulate that integration of official statistics be
sustainable, accessible, collaborative, impartial, and transparent, which is not
representative of proprietary data in general. Moreover, while some producers of official
statistics might have powers to demand access to data, especially NSIs, it will be difficult
to force companies to change their data formats, standards and systems to meet demands
over commercial imperatives, or to hand over propriety data of commercial value, and

Poor. Some data
supressed; given
access to two month
sample
Fair (system is
occasionally down
for a few hours)
Good national; poor
local

Public transport GPS location

Bikeshare

Maritime boat locations

Flight arrivals/departures

Fair. Need receiver
or pay subscription
fee
Good

Fair for local authority. Unavailable
private car parks
Fair. Need receiver
or pay subscription
fee
Good

Car park spaces

Flight locations

Poor. Access given to
a 3 month sample.

Inductive loop counters

Public transport at stops (bus,
tram and train) – Real-time
passenger information (RPTI)
Travel time/Roadway traversal time

Access

Data

Table 3. The smart city data examined.

Yes

Yes

Unknown but
likely seconds
2 minutes

, second

Bike stations in
city

Global

GPS
points
GPS
points

Airport

Airport

GPS
points

GPS
points

Yes

2 minutes

Local and
national

Lines –
roadway
segments
GPS
points
Local (800
across the city)
and national
Car parks
owned by local
authority
Global

Yes

Seconds

National

5 minutes at API
level, event-driven at stationlevel

1 minute

1 minute

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Query
archive

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

GPS
points

1 minute

National

Real
time

GPS
points

Temporal
granularity

Spatial
coverage

Spatial
granularity

Bike usage and stand availability

Arrival and departure time of flights
from airport
Locations of all boats in the harbour
and coastal areas

Locations of all flights above a city

Car park use and availability

How many vehicles pass over each
induction loop

How long it takes to drive a vehicle
along a stretch of roadway

Real-time expected time until next
service at stop

Locations of public transit vehicles
and expected time until next stop

What does it represent
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Poor (feeds are often
down for long
periods)
Good

Good

Poor (images but not
data points)

Good

Good

Good

CCTV cameras

Air quality

Air pollution levels

Tide level

River level

Weather

Sound levels

Access

Data

Table 3. Continued

GPS
points

GPS
points

GPS
points

GPS
points

Regional

National (82
stations)

National (456
stations)

National (39
stations, not all
counties covered)
National (32
stations)

Local and
national
networks
14 locations in
one local authority
National

GPS
points
GPS
points

Spatial
coverage

Spatial
granularity

1 minute

Unknown

Varies by sensor,
~30 mins

30 minutes

Yes
with
delay
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

5 minutes
(aggregation of 3
readings)
Unknown (minimum daily)
Yes

No

Yes

5 minutes

Query
archive

Real
time

Temporal
granularity

Measures of temperature, humidity,
windspeed and direction, precipitation, road temperature

Water level, wave height, wave
period, water temperature, wind
speed/wind direction, gust speed/direction
Height of water in waterways as a
result of tides and rainfall drainage

Air quality is an amalgamation of
several measures of particulate
matter and visibility
Measure of pollution levels related
to NO2 and SO2

Ambient sound levels

Single static image sampled every 5
minutes from camera

What does it represent
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such demands are likely to be resisted and subject to legal action. Those data we had open
access to are limited to just transport and environment domains and, as we discuss below,
even these have significant other access issues, along with limitations around associated
metadata.
2.

Measures to Assess Smart City Data for Use in Official Statistics

In 2014, UNECE developed a hierarchical quality framework for evaluating big data that
consisted of 14 quality dimensions grouped into three hyperdimensions: source
(institutional factors); data (quality of the data themselves); and metadata (information
about the data and its production) (UNECE 2014). Within the 14 dimensions are “factors
to consider,” which provide actionable measures to evaluate data against. Eurostat (2018)
assigned the quality aspects of this framework to the three phases – input, throughput,
output – of the business process of producing statistics to group quality aspects into seven
key criteria: coverage, accuracy and selectivity; measurement error; comparability over
time; linkability; processing errors; process chain control; and model errors and precision.
Our research has sought to apply a modified version of the UNECE and Eurostat
frameworks to evaluate the potential utility of creating new official statistics from open
smart city data.
Table 4 diagrams the measures that we used to assess our data and rates each data set on
a level of “not ready” to “good”. A rating of “good” means that the data satisfies the
necessary criterion for use in creating official statistics at the moment of evaluation. “Fair”
ratings represent problems that users are aware of and accept or are able to correct with
modest effort. Fair ratings are inadequacies for sustained data use, but do not preclude
official statistics as institutional fixes can be implemented. A “poor” rating represents
significant data issues that are largely unsolvable without taking a different approach to
data generation, processing and sharing. The denotation “Not ready” indicates problems
that can only be solved by data providers, which is a more significant barrier to using such
data now or in the future, as it is outside the control of statistics compilers. Importantly,
very few data sources are rated as “poor” or “not ready.” Many of the problems that we
observe in real-time data are solvable issues, rather than exclusionary ones. Ideally, for the
data to be considered as suitable for use in official statistics we would want it to score well
in relation to all of these criteria since a rating below ‘good’ in relation to any of them
undermines the veracity, validity and utility of the data. We first discuss these measures
and the reasons for examining them, before them to evaluate the potential of the 16 data
sets to become the basis of official statistics (see Tables 3 and 4).
2.1.
2.1.1.

Source Factors
Access

Access refers to whether data can be obtained for third party use and analysis. Access to
operational data for compilers of official statistics may be inconsistent and hindered by the
inability to control the data collection process. Most smart city data remain closed,
foreclosing a detailed analysis of their characteristics. The 16 data sets we analyse are the
ones for which we could source API or FTP access. These data are generally open as part

Good
Good

Good

Good

Fair

Good
Good

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Fair

Public transport
at stops (bus,
tram and train) –
Real-time
passenger
information
Travel time/
Roadway
traversal time
Car park spaces

Good

Not
ready

Good

Public transport
GPS location

Inductive loop
counters
Flight locations
Flight arrivals/
departures
Marine vessel
location

Fair

Sustainability/
Reliability
Status

Data

Transparency
and
interpretability

Source

Hyperdimension

Good

Good
Good

Good

Good

Good

Poor
re.
drivers,
good
re.
public
Good

Privacy

Good

Good
Good

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Good
Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Cleanliness

Fidelity

Data

Table 4. Assessing the potential utility of smart city data for official statistics

Fair

Not
ready
Not
ready
Fair
Good

Not
Ready

Good

Good

Completeness

Good

Good
Fair

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Good

Coherence

Good

Not
Ready
Good
Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Metadata
availability

Metadata

Good

Good
Good

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Fair

Changes
over
time

Good

Good
Good

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Good

Standardisation

Good

Good
Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Not
ready

Good

Methodological
transparency

Fair

Good
Good

Not
ready
Good

Fair

Good

Good

Relevance
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Source

Sustainability/
Reliability
Status

Fair

Fair

Good

Good

Good

Good
Good
Good

Hyperdimension

Data

Bikeshare

CCTV cameras

Sound levels

Air quality

Pollution levels

Tide level
River level
Weather

Table 4. Continued

Not
ready
Good
Good
Good

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Transparency
and
interpretability

Good
Good
Good

Good

Good

Good

Fair

Good

Privacy

Good
Good
Good

Good

Fair

Good

Good

Good

Fidelity

Data

Not
ready
Good
Fair
Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Cleanliness

Not
ready
Fair
Fair
Good

Not
ready
Not
ready
Fair

Good

Completeness

Good
Good
Good

Not
ready
Good

Good

Poor

Good

Coherence

Good
Fair
Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Fair

Metadata
availability

Metadata

Not
ready
Fair
Fair
Good

Good

Good

Good

Good

Changes
over
time

Good
Good
Good

Good

Good

Fair

Fair

Fair

Standardisation

Fair
Good
Good

Good

Fair

Good

Not
ready
Good

Methodological
transparency

Good
Good
Good

Good

Fair

Good

Poor

Fair

Relevance
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of an open government agenda and are not necessarily open across jurisdictions. Many are
tracked and released by local authorities or governmental institutions, but others are
generated and made available by private owners. In our experience, private data
generating entities are responsive to format requests, but access can be hindered by
providers changing their access permissions and methods. Some restrictions to open
access exist for several of our data sets. Bus location data is provided only through a twomonth sample. For one data set – pollution data – we do not have access directly to the
data themselves, but rather a visualization of the data for each measurement site: a graph
that is updated in real-time and shows change over a variable number of days. Gaining
access to the flight and marine tracking data requires some technical investment,
purchasing an antenna and sensor, setting up an API, and hosting a feed to the data
network. It is also possible to buy access to the data from a third-party app such
FlightRadar24. The data in Table 3 are not universally accessible across cities, with some
data unavailable to us in our second study city. In addition, some of the data are only
partially available. For example, car park data is only available for state-owned car parks
and not commercially-owned car parks.
2.1.2.

Sustainability of the Entity-Data Provider and Reliability Status

Sustainability of the entity-data provider refers to whether their data host will be stable and
steady, and reliability status is the trustworthiness of the data source to provide it. Official
statistics require measurement systems to have longevity and reliably deliver data. When
an agency is the producer they have charge of on-going data production. However, big
data is usually controlled by other public and private entities and there is no guarantee that
data will be reliably generated in perpetuity. Some of our data sets have been produced for
a long time, for example weather measurements. Others are more recent, such as road
speeds, real-time passenger information, car park spaces, bikeshare usage, and sound
levels. It is difficult to know if bikeshare will still be operational in a decade, or if the
scheme will be operated in the same way, producing the same kinds of data (our city has
deployed a third generation scheme with fixed bike stations, fourth generation schemes in
other cities have a different configuration) (Bradshaw 2019). Two additional data sets for
which we originally had access were subsequently halted: emergency service response
times (mainly because the data showed that the emergency vehicles were not meeting
target response times) and footfall (because the private provider decided the data was too
commercially sensitive to continue sharing publicly). For other data sets we have had
intermittent access, for example, CCTV footage. In part, this is to do with local capacity to
maintain data infrastructures and keep data stores and APIs up-to-date. Judging if a data
source is still going to be in operation in a decade’s time, and that it will continue to be
measured in the same way, is difficult.
2.1.3.

Transparency and Interpretability

Transparency and interpretability refers to confidence in and reputation of the data source
and the portal where the data can be accessed, specifically through the availability of
information about data generating processes. The OECD (2011) also discusses transparency
through the concept of the source’s credibility and is particularly concerned about political
interference in the timing and content of data release, which is not a factor with streaming
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data. Perceptions of confidence in the producers of real-time data do factor into the
credibility of data that we have access to. Because of the frequency of public use and
consequences for inaccurate bus arrival and location data, the perception of transparency
and interpretability of Real-Time Passenger Information (RTPI) data is reduced, despite its
actual or relative fidelity. Some data sources, such as roadway traversal times, have minor
issues, but users expect inexactness and rely on knowledge of normal conditions to make use
of imperfect data. Data portals share in the transparency and interpretability of the data they
host. The provision of metadata is a responsibility to both data provider and host.
2.1.4.

Privacy

Privacy concerns the selective revealing of aspects of oneself to others and protections
regarding the accessing and disclosing of personal and sensitive information (Solove 2006).
At an individual level, privacy consists of a number of different facets relating to personal
and confidential information, and the protection of personal space, location, movement, and
communication and transaction behaviour. In the big data age, individual level statistics are
coveted and the need to maintain privacy and confidentiality present a dilemma for official
statistics (MacFeely 2018). Privacy is considered a basic human right in most countries and
its protection is enshrined in national and supra-national laws. Smart city technologies are
known to pose a number of threats to privacy because they generate data at the individual
scale and track and trace movement (e.g., ANPR cameras, MAC address tracking of
smartphones, smartcard tap-in and outs) (Kitchin 2016). Rightly, privacy concerns are a key
factor limiting access to these data and the 16 data sets that we have access to do not contain
personal identifiable information (PII). For example, we know how many bikes are being
used, but not who is riding them; or how many car parking spaces are free, but not whose car
is in the car park; or what the noise level is, but not what or who is causing it. There are just
two data sets that raise privacy concerns: the location of public transit vehicles, where drivers
perceive the system as spying on their work performance; and the CCTV footage where the
potential for an individual or vehicle to be individually recognised (the footage released in
our case is too low resolution and at too far a distance for this to be the case). Some systems
might also use PII to produce data, but the PII data themselves are not shared: for example,
some travel time data is produced by tracking mobile network devices or number plates.
2.2.

Data

In practical application of the UNECE framework it became clear that the ‘accuracy and
selectivity of data’ measure needed to be unpacked further to more strongly differentiate
different components of data quality: fidelity (accuracy, precision, bias), cleanliness (gaps,
errors), coverage (spatial, temporal, attribute), and granularity (resolution). This was
important in order to assess in detail the extent to which the data are fit-for-purpose for
official statistics.
2.2.1.

Fidelity

Fidelity refers to a collection of data issues that influence the ability to trust the data.
Accuracy, precision, and bias are aspects of fidelity that are knowable and sharable to data
users. Any data set using GPS can be prone to accuracy errors of several metres or more,
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especially where there are channels, tunnels, tall buildings, or other obstructions to
satellite coverage, and they can be misplaced onto the street network. Sensor instruments
often record ‘noise’ or residual errors in their readings. With extensive observation of this
data, regular noise can be modelled and negated for long-term use, but that does not help in
the case of irregular instances of noise or when what appears to be noise is actually an
unmodelled signal. There are general fidelity issues in most data sets, but what we are most
interested in is whether they are made known by the data providers, with sufficient detail
on how they are propagated through the process of public release so that any subsequent
effects on official statistics can be planned for and presented. One example involves the
presence of “ghost buses” which appear as arriving vehicles in the transport stops data, but
not in the real world. These are known to exist, but their frequency is not presented or
knowable without being present to observe the arrival of buses at stops. Most data sources
are good and fair-to-good, but our impression from using the data sources and talking to
data providers is that actual levels are unknown and are not reported in metadata.

2.2.2.

Cleanliness

Cleanliness is a measure of the degree of effort required to make the data usable for
display and analysis and standardisable for database storage. The cleaner the data, the less
work is necessary to wrangle it into serviceable data. Cleaning and wrangling data is
usually necessary if there are data formatting issues, missing values and errors, database
structure issues. In a study of the veracity of open and real-time urban data, McArdle and
Kitchin (2016) noted that smart city data often possess cleanliness issues, which are not
addressed at source but need to be tackled by data users. This is also the case in our study,
although in some cases it is difficult to achieve in practice because errors and miscodings
are not always obvious. For example, the sound monitoring data occasionally reports datetimes in an inconsistent format.

2.2.3.

Completeness

Completeness refers to the attribute coverage and exhaustivity of the data, as well as any
gaps in data production that would create a commensurate time-series gap in the database
(which is a function of consistency of production). It can be the case that a system
measures a number of attributes, but for reasons such as commercial sensitivity or privacy,
only makes a limited set available, thus providing an incomplete set of data, which might
limit analysis and modelling. While smart city technologies would claim to be exhaustive
within a system (e.g., an Automatic Name Place Recognition (ANPR) system captures
every single license plate passing a camera), this is nonetheless a sample of the entire
population (e.g., not every car drives past cameras and not all roads are monitored for
traffic). With respect to car parks, in our case we only have access to those owned by the
local authority, not private enterprises (which far outnumber public ones).
The UNECE quality dimension of accuracy and selectivity refers to the
representativeness of the data sample to the population as a whole. We further specify
this dimension into granularity – resolution and level of disaggregation in the data set –
and coverage.
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Spatial Granularity

Spatial granularity concerns the spatial scale at which data are generated and published.
Many official statistics do not currently have local scale application, though some are
published at regional and sub-regional scales (in the EU context, NUTS scales 1 – 3), and
big data sources have the potential to describe more localised variation. In the majority of
our cases, the data can be tied to a specific known location (see Table 3). In one case, the
data correspond to road segments, another to the site of the airport. Only one data set has a
very coarse spatial scale, with the air quality index being reported for the city as a whole.
While the recording of data at specific locations provides strong granularity, unless there is
a dense network of recording sites it also introduces spatial sampling issues and potentially
ecological fallacies. For example, vehicle counters on a handful of roads that record high
traffic volume does not necessarily mean that all roads in the city are busy. A dense
network of a couple of hundred sensors spread across the network would provide a better
overall picture. In contrast, only a handful of weather sensors are required as weather has
relatively low spatial variability. Ideally then, we would want the data to be from a
network of sites with a sufficient density to minimise ecological fallacy issues.
2.2.5.

Temporal Granularity

Temporal granularity refers to the velocity of data recording and publication. Ideally, we
would want a relatively fine temporal granularity to be able to see patterns and trends over
a micro-temporal scale, such as the course of a day or week, and to help identify
noise/residuals in the data set. In our case, most of the data are updated every few seconds
to five minutes (see Table 3). There are a couple that report every 30 minutes and a couple
whose intervals are unknown. It should be noted that while the data are recorded in a
timely fashion, in some cases their publication is delayed for various reasons. These delays
are generally not for very long and should have little effect on their use in official statistics.
2.2.6.

Spatial Coverage

Spatial coverage concerns the spatial selectivity in what is measured and recorded and the
geographic extent to which the data refers. As Table 3 reveals, while in some cases the
spatial coverage of data sets is national, with data being recorded at specific sites across a
country-wide network (and in a couple of cases at the global scale), in other cases the
spatial coverage is the city, or just part of the city (e.g., the city centre). Due to their cost,
sensors are placed at particular locations of interest and have limited spatial coverage.
Although this limited network can then be used to estimate values elsewhere in the city
through extrapolation, the number of sensors must be sufficiently large to approximate a
significant range of urban conditions. Limited spatial coverage makes comparison of
phenomena across the state, and between states, unobtainable. Ideally, for use in official
statistics, we would want data sets that have national coverage.
2.2.7.

Coherence

The coherence between processes and methods and observed data values provides a sense
of measurement validity; that is, how well the data signifies the phenomenon that it
measures. In general, our sixteen data sets are considered to have good coherence, being
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direct measures of phenomena (e.g., actual location, sound level, temperature) using
scientific instruments and established procedures rather than composites, or proxies or
approximations. Three of the measures are calculated data. The real-time passenger
information and airport flight arrivals are projected measures based on the present location
of vehicles. The road segment times is a projected travel time between two points on the
road network given present traffic conditions. Car park spaces are calculated by comparing
the number of cars entering and leaving through the entrance/exit barriers (in other cities
individual spaces can be monitored by sensors in the ground or cameras). These estimates
are considered by the agencies who produce them as robust. While CCTV photos do
present a picture of a street, it is not clear what the data are representative of – that is, it
gives an impression of the street, but is not directly measuring a particular phenomena.
2.3.
2.3.1.

Metadata Issues
Metadata

Metadata – data about data – is critical for being able to understand and assess a data set
(Riley 2017). Metadata typically details information about data formats, standards, spatial
and temporal coverage, methods, instruments, intellectual property rights, access, quality
issues such as fidelity, calibration and errors, as well as provenance and lineage
information with respect to who generated the data, for what purpose, history, ownership,
and contact information. Metadata tells a data user important information about how the
data should be used and provides a basis for assessing data quality and establishing trust.
Metadata for the smart city data we assessed is generally weak, with little provided with
the data other than very basic metadata such as attribute labels and units. Sometimes more
information can be ascertained from searching documents/webpages on the data source
website or through direct communication with the data provider. Adequate metadata may
partially resolve many of the issues discussed simply by providing documentation that
provides specific details and clarity. Essentially, though, a user is asked to accept the data
as being valid and trustworthy without any supporting detail or documentation. This is a
fundamental weakness with respect to using the data for official statistics as without strong
metadata the integrity and accountability of the data set cannot be established. This is a
significant issue for NSIs, which highly value public trust.
2.3.2.

Changes Through Time

Changes through time refers to the stability of procedures, instruments, and modes of
sharing data being used. There can be changes over time to a system, such as sensor being
added to the network or removed from specific locations, as well as variations between
sensors, such as inconsistent timing and sensor calibration. There can also be periodic
changes in the API format used to access the data that affect data flow and the time-series
archive. In general, smart city data seems to be quite consistent in production within a
jurisdiction, though access can be patchy, and it is difficult to know if there have been
instrument or procedural changes unless documented. Frequently, temporary monitoring
will focus on a specific geographic area, then shift to another, creating spatio-temporal
inconsistency.
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Standardisation

Standardisation is a common issue when data crosses between jurisdictions, which is why
there is so much effort being invested in standardisation initiatives by national and
supranational bodies (ANSI 2016; White 2019). For example, road speed is already
calculated in different ways within and between jurisdictions (by mobile devices, by
ANPR, by inductive loops); will this become standardised, or will it be measured in an
entirely different way in years to come as technology develops? The geopolitical structure
of Dublin requires consistency in data sharing between four local authorities that comprise
the city, and sometimes competing management strategies at the local and county levels.
This is a serious hindrance to using such data for official statistics and largely prevents
global- and some national-scale statistics. Standardisation is a high priority for improving
the comparability of new statistics across spatial scales.
2.3.4.

Methodological Transparency

Methodological transparency concerns the degree to which the data user has full access to
information on how the data were generated and are interpretable. This includes
information on: the instruments used; selection criteria for measurement sites, sampling
frameworks and parameters; any techniques of data preparation/processing/validation
(including calibration, error checking/fixing, cleaning or wrangling); and any
methodological analysis applied prior to data being circulated. Methodological
transparency is the big data parallel to paradata in survey methods, similarly used to
better understand the data collection process. Such information provides the user with
important contextual insight for any downstream processing, analysis and interpretation.
Discovering such information for smart city data is often difficult. In one example, the lack
of methodological transparency in bikeshare administration impacts the coherence and
standardisation of bikeshare data. Bike-station sensors measure the number of available
bikes and empty stations available to customers, but includes no indication of when or how
often the bikeshare operator moves bikes wholesale by truck across the city to redistribute
bikes and restock popular stands. Although reflected in the data, this is not a pattern
resulting from normal operation, so would be important to account for in creating usage
ridership statistics. Another important consideration of methodological transparency is
knowing how much, if any, quality control is performed on the data before it is released.
Intervention by the data manager, usually a state agency concerned about privacy or
misrepresentation, could reduce timeliness and introduce bias. Sometimes methodological
information can be found by hunting around on websites, or can be sourced through
communication with the provider. If some aspects are included in the metadata it is often
rudimentary in nature. Methodological transparency is highly valued by NSIs because it
enables trust and accountability, and its general absence will be an issue for them if the
data are to be used as official statistics.
2.3.5.

Relevance

Relevance is difficult to evaluate because it is a measure of the data’s ability to serve the
purpose of users (OECD 2011). We add relevance to our framework to explicitly consider
the users and uses of data as they help understand its practicality. Knowing who uses the
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data and for what purposes are difficult questions for data providers to answer (Reboot
2017). Relevance is high where data is a direct measurement of what users want to know
about the city – locations of features, measurements of sound, weather observations, and
so on. The signal of good data relevance might be surveys of users of open data through
portals or other data providers, ensuring high response rates for a broad user spectrum, and
frequent sample rates to capture changes in user objectives and satisfaction. Relevance is a
necessary measure in the context of official statistics because it is the only measure
concerned directly with how the data is used, rather than evaluating its quality.
3.

Evaluating Our 16 Data Sources for Official Statistics

Using our assessment measures we consider possible official statistics that each of our 16
data sources can feasibly generate. Ideally, for a data set to be considered suitable for
official statistics it should be accessible, have national coverage (or at least coverage in
every city), be timely (see Table 3), and be rated as ‘good’ for all the categories in Table 5.
As Tables 3 and 4 make clear, of our 16 data sets, only weather data fits these criteria
precisely. Several others – flight locations, flight arrivals/departures, marine vessel
locations, tide level, and river level – are rated as ‘good’ with only a few ‘fair’ rankings for
our criteria. Most of these are long-standing official data sets produced by state agencies,
with records often going back many decades. The other data sets while having operational
utility for managing systems and infrastructure, and public utility in informing and aiding
citizens’ decision-making, do not have sufficient robustness to be used to construct official
statistics at present.
However, presuming that the issues preventing these data sources from being used
reliably at present can be fixed, we consider the official statistics that they might help to
generate. Although fixing the deficiencies in these data is beyond the scope of this article,
Table 5 describes two sets of statistical product that can be derived from each of our data
sets. Key Performance Indicators (KPI) are operational measures for monitoring how a
system is performing over time, often with respect to targets. They are usually direct
counts of a phenomena, sometimes calculated against a norm, that are of practical
importance. They can be produced across organisations producing data about their own
systems and are common in smart city contexts for tracking how urban systems are
performing. They are a staple component of city dashboards. Official statistics – produced
by a variety of agencies – extend beyond the tracking of operational performance to
collate and convert that information into higher level, comparable statistics that span
systems to enable the answering of questions of strategic interest. While official statistics
can be used as KPIs by organisations, not all KPIs are suitable to be used as official
statistics given their operational rather than strategic utility. We divide our discussion into
environment and transport domains.
3.1.

Environmental Statistics

Weather presents the most optimistic view of big urban data as a source for official
statistics on environmental conditions. They are already considered official state data and
are managed by dedicated national statistical organisations to produce trustworthy and
timely reports. Weather information is collected at fine spatial and temporal scales with
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Table 5. Smart city KPIs and potential official statistics.

Data

KPIs (want to know in the here
and now)

Stat (higher level system
comparison)

Public transport GPS
locations and at stops
(bus, tram and train) –
Real-time passenger
information

# vehicles on the system
% of late buses at each
individual stop across
course of day

Travel time/Roadway
traversal time

Congestion against normal
(free flow) speed

Car park spaces

% number of spaces in use
against capacity
% number of spaces
against norm at that time
of day

Inductive loop counters

Number of vehicles passing
through a junction at a
given time

Flight locations and
arrivals/departures

# flights arriving/departing

Maritime boat locations

# of active cargo/passenger
ships
# of incoming and outgoing
ships

Bikeshare

Stand occupancy at
time/date

% deviation from timetable
of all buses/light rail/
trains on the system
# of vehicles which
arrive within 5 minutes
of schedule
Is congestion getting better
or worse over time? %
time per day where
congestion above free
flow.
Is parking getting better or
worse over time?
Average % spaces in use
over course of day
Number of commuters
into the city
Is the volume of traffic
growing/decreasing over
time?
Total volume cars
passing through
measured intersections
over course of day
Intensity of rush hour
What is the hour of peak
congestion?
% of flights arriving more
than 15 minutes late
% of flights departing more
than 15 minutes late
% of flights from/to
different geographic
locations
International commercial
activity
How many travellers are
visiting the city via
passenger ships?
Is the use of bikeshare
increasing/decreasing
over time
Average % of total stand
occupancy
Amount of non-motorvehicle travel
% occupancy above normal
for time/date

Bikes available at time/date
Bikes in transit at time/date
Empty stations at time/date
CCTV cameras (with image
processing)

Full stations at time/date
Traffic concentrations
Concentrations of certain
types of vehicles
Pedestrian volume
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Table 5. Continued

Data

KPIs (want to know in the here
and now)

Stat (higher level system
comparison)

Sound levels

Decibel level per station

Is sound decibel levels
increasing/decreasing?
Average decibel readings
across day, across all
stations
How frequently are EU
sound limits breached
over a timeframe?
% above normal for
time/date
How high is pollution in a
city or region?
Are pollution levels above
or below agency-defined
limits to exposure?
How frequently are
exposure limits passed in
a given timeframe
Is average tidal level
increasing/decreasing
over time?
Number of times flood level
reached per year
Is average water level
increasing/decreasing
over time?
Extent to which water level
above norm for time/date
Average temperature for
city
Average wind direction/
speed
Road temperature
Temperature/rain
anomalies

Number of time
maximum decibel level
breached.

Air quality

AQIH code for a region

Pollution levels

Concentration of:
particulate matter at
multiple granularities,
ozone, nitrogen oxide,
sulfur dioxide

Tide level

Tide level at a given time/
date
Wave height
Water level at a given
time/date

River level

Weather

Temperature
Rainfall
Wind speed/direction

near exhaustive geographic coverage, and is consistent in the features that it measures. Big
data weather sources include crowdsourced and distributed sensors across a city-region
providing real-time conditions at several sites, rather than regional and national forecasts.
Together, these make weather ideal as a comparative statistic when real-time observations
are tallied over meaningful time periods. Statistics easily compiled from big data include
average high and low temperature, hours of sunlight, amount of precipitation, wind
direction and speed, and other measurements as collected by weather sensors. Although
extensive histories of weather statistics exist already, big data can continue to contribute to
the comprehensive representation of weather statistics with crowdsourced observations
increasing the spatial coverage and representativeness of its measurements.
Two other environmental sensors – river level and tide level – are nearly suitable in
their current state to be used in the creation of official statistics. In the case of river level
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data, there has been a recent expansion in the network of sensors, but data access has been
restricted for fear of causing panic with respect to flood events. The KPI of measuring
water level at points along urban waterways is potentially misleading without information
regarding normal water levels or historical flood levels or contextual events such as high
tides. Smart cities integrate live water levels with predictive models and social media to
raise situational awareness in the event of flooding, yielding greater coverage of
waterways with active sensors. Thus, the official statistic we designate for river level
sensing data considers the frequency at which the water level surpasses the flood threshold
at any point along the monitored waterways. Measuring river levels with high temporal
frequency increases preparedness in the event of rapidly rising waters, but defining and
comparing historical occurrences of high water with respect to a defined threshold allows
for suitable comparison of the tendency of an area to experience objectively high waters.
With sufficient sustainability to establish long-term, high resolution records, such sensors
of water level rise will provide valuable quantitative documentation of climate change.
In addition to the data that are mostly rated as ‘good,’ there are a couple of data sets that
could be used for official statistics with some minor modifications to their constitution.
The most obvious data set is pollution sensor observations. The automatically-generated
images we have access to are not useful for creating and comparing statistics, but if the raw
data were made openly available (and it could be made available to an official state
agency, given it is created by such a body), this data set would help create critical
environmental indicators for urban areas. Most sensors measure similar pollution
conditions, including particulate matter and concentration of contaminants including
ozone, nitrogen oxide, sulphur dioxide, and others, enabling comparison of specific
concentrations over time and between locations. International and national standards are
set for these pollutants, so an ideal official statistic would compare the frequency at which
areas pass the specific limits established by the European Union and the European
Environmental Agency (European Union 2008), and the World Health Organization
(WHO 2006). Statistics reporting how frequently each of these agency-specific limits are
breached each year are stated in reports by the Environmental Protection Agency already.
The addition of real-time monitoring information can indicate the current status of urban
pollution monitoring with respect to established limits, and also indicate rolling year-todate measures and other timeframe-specific frequencies for comparing places.
Air quality data does have national coverage, but its spatial granularity is regional, its
reporting done in a limited number of categories, and it lacks methodological
transparency. The Air Quality Index of Health (AQIH) is a numerical code between one
and ten that summarizes the presence of the same particulate matter and pollutants as
measured by the previously discussed pollution sensors. The AQIH codes are defined by
quantitative intervals of each of the pollutant concentrations and should already be
considered an official statistic, as it is validated and published by the responsible state
agency. However, with its reduced methodological transparency – the derivations of the
specific numerical limits between categories is unknown – and aggregated spatial and
temporal scales, this statistic still violates some of our measures. Similar to the specificity
of pollution sensors, the AQIH could be a comparative tool as a summary of pollution
sources at high temporal resolution, albeit with a spatial resolution which lacks usable
detail.
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The sound sensors are perhaps the data set with the most promise, given they are a
robust, clear, consistent set of data, but are presently hampered by relatively weak spatial
coverage, availability issues in other jurisdictions, standardisation issues across
jurisdictions (there are 40 sound sensor across four local authorities that make up our
city, only 14 of which are publicly available, all from a local authority), and the long-term
insecurity associated with a private sector monitoring company. Although the EU requires
that member nations report noise maps to their publics, it does not specify how or if sound
monitoring should be carried out. Often, such reports on noise pollution are created with
computational models involving no sensor measurements at all (Khan et al. 2018),
creating inconsistency in reporting and an opportunity to leverage active sensing. The EU
also specifies several value limits that define certain levels of sound above which
constitute undesirable noise. These value limits provide a resource for creating official
statistics, measuring the frequency at which measurements pass the given limits and
creating a comparable measure of noise pollution. Any composite statistic on sound at the
scale of the city depends on the proximity of the sensors to sources of sound such as
vehicle traffic and industry. Ensuring comparability between jurisdictions requires
placement of sensors in locations with similar sound sources in range. Sound statistics are
valuable tools of environmental health and with some improvement in spatial coverage of
monitoring stations, this data source could be a valuable statistical resource.
3.2.

Transportation Statistics

Open data pertaining to the current operation of public transportation is a service to users
of busses, trains, and light rail systems, but producers less frequently release historical
records of such data. Data on bus location and arrival times can be used to indicate the
efficiency of service and deviations from the expected schedule. One way to do this might
represent the frequency at which busses arrive within five minutes of their scheduled time
in a given time period and provides a way to compare public services across different
cities. However, despite the difference between data problems and transportation systems
problems reflected in data, transparency issues might hinder the creation of trusted official
statistics.
Inductive loop counters do have national coverage, but their local spatial coverage is
usually restricted to busy intersections on main roads and within cities. That said, its other
characteristics are strong and it could provide a useful data set for measuring traffic
volume and congestion in major traffic-prone areas. As with weather, local and national
transportation institutions manage some statistics on vehicle movement already. At the
local level, our ability to access this data in sufficient detail to enumerate directional travel
is limited by inadequate metadata to explain the numerical codes used to designate
direction and lane of travel. The national roadway sensors do not have this limitation.
However, local roadways still produce volume of vehicles on the road at any given
moment of observation so it is possible to monitor critical traffic patterns associated with
the working day and commuting. KPIs pertaining to traffic sensing data will typically
correspond to current traffic volumes at specific locations, but an official statistic might
consider the patterns formed throughout the day by measuring the difference between free
flow volume and rush hour volume, the peak hours of high congestion, the differences
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between days of the week in traffic volumes, and many others. Traffic patterns associated
with specific areas are useful indicators of local activity, so classifying time-series patterns
of traffic volumes is an important comparative process (Celikoglu 2013).
Car parks frequently track their current occupancy in order to communicate the number of
available spaces for parking vehicles. The opening of that data to public interfaces is
increasingly common but has issues that prevent it from being an ideal source of statistics,
specifically its inconsistency associated with privatisation of the data and car parks
themselves, lack of indication as to how occupancy is calculated, rapid rate of change, and
missing metadata. Key performance indicators from this data reflect the occupancy of
specific car parks at a given point in time, and can also reflect the deviation in occupancy
from what might be considered normal at the given time. Since data from car parks is not a
comprehensive representation of all parking in an urban area, this data is only representative
of the vehicles at a specific place, and official statistics cannot represent the full presence of
parked vehicles in the city. But assuming that additional data can be obtained, car park use
would be a valuable part of a composite statistic on the use of transportation networks.
Changes in the vehicles parked at specific locations can indicate commuting patterns, but in
order to represent such a comprehensive set of spatial and temporal patterns, this data must
also incorporate other sources of information about where vehicles are, including street
parking, private car parks, carpooling, public transportation, and more.
Bikeshare data is increasingly ubiquitous in smart cities, but presents some barriers to
creating official statistics. Although some bikeshare schemes release data about specific
trips including origin and destination stations and time spent en-route, our bikeshare
scheme data only produces the number of currently available bikes and open stands at each
station every two minutes. This presents some methodological issues, where the exact
number of incoming and outgoing bikes during that two-minute interval is unknown.
Because of this, as well as the private nature of bikeshare operators, standardisation
between jurisdictions and over time are critical issues limiting the consistency and
longevity of the data. Although bicycles represent only a fraction of the means by which
people move through a city, their use contains patterns indicative of commuting and nonvehicle transportation. KPIs thus measure bike use at the level of the station. The number
of bikes in use, number and location of empty and full stations, and the deviation from
normal for a given station can reveal spatial and temporal patterns. Official statistics for
bike use data, like many sources of transportation information, are more useful when
combined with other data that enumerates how people move throughout the city.
Combined with car park data, traffic sensors, footfall, and others, bike share data could
approximate the temporal patterns of commuting, and a subset of these available
transportation data suggest “green” commuting modes. Alone however, this data is only
able to represent the use of this particular bikeshare program, its average use over a given
time period, and whether bike ridership is changing over time. Such information could still
provide useful comparisons across jurisdictions, but improvement of the source for
consistent use is necessary.
Flight arrivals and departures is a valuable data set despite the appearance of its limited
spatial scope. Flight information is limited to the point of airports, but also contain
information about the movement of people and goods in and out of a city. Since flight
arrivals and departures are strictly scheduled, this data not only explains the occurrence of
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air travel, but how current flights compare to their intended times of arrival and departure.
We enumerate this data in a KPI which explains the proportion of current arrivals and
departures which are on-time with their schedules. This measures the current state of air
travel, with more specific and long-term official statistics that measure the tendency of
lateness in arrivals and departures as a function of time and the amount of lateness. No
official airline industry standard is used to quantify lateness, but the Official Aviation
Guide has measured airport and airline performance using 15 minutes from scheduled
departure and arrival times to signify late aircraft (OAG 2019). OAG is considering a more
dynamic measurement of lateness based on flight duration, time of day, cultural
expectations, and other factors, but in the absence of an industry standard, 15 minutes is
considered an acceptable standard. Although this is a reflection of the airport more than the
geographic area, the lateness tendencies of flights in and out of the city are important
metrics for visitors, especially when multiple airports carry passengers, or it is a
connecting hub. Finally, we suggest a statistic aimed at measuring the international
networks facilitated by air travel via the origins and destinations of scheduled flights. The
proportion of incoming and outgoing flights to each continent highlights the political,
social, and economic connections in the movement of people and goods between global
entities. Locations of arriving and departing flights do not change frequently, but NSIs and
others may collect origin and destination statistics on a monthly or quarterly basis,
revealing geographic networks of travel and their changes over time.
Similarly, marine vessel locations might measure the transport of goods and people to
urban areas with major port systems. In contrast to flight tracking, only some maritime
transportation is comparable with known schedules. Automatic Identification System (AIS)
marine traffic is used as a trusted data source by international statistics institutes already
(Eurostat 2018). As the quantity and type of marine vessels change, official statistics can
also estimate the movement of goods, whether or not the data actually contains reference to
the nature of a ship’s cargo. With origin and destination information of tracked maritime
vehicles, it is possible to quantify current, past, and future loadings and off-loadings of cargo
ships. Thus, a useful official statistic pertaining to city commercial activity might be
derived, at least in part, by data representing maritime trips associated with a given location,
as the UN Conference on Trade and Development currently does (Zein 2020). Better interjurisdictional standardisation would allow for combining data from ports to acquire a global
picture of maritime trade at a fine temporal scale.
It is not clear what official statistic the CCTV photos might be used for since they are
uniquely image data and have not been designed to measure a particular phenomenon.
This undirected monitoring, such as exists as well in social media as a data source, requires
methodological transparency to convert such data into specific official statistics (Severo
et al. 2016). CCTV cameras at traffic intersections have been used previously in license
plate recognition, speed detection and enforcement, and others, so automatic image
processing could be utilised to count vehicles, identify certain styles of vehicles, measure
pedestrian volume, detect crime incidents, observe weather events, and more. The value of
these statistics have been discussed in previous sections, where they were detected directly
with specific sensors without the violations to privacy that ANPR makes possible. Despite
recent advances in image processing for these purposes, CCTV is an inefficient and
inaccurate method of deriving official statistics about many urban features. We have given
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this data source a rating of “poor” in multiple categories, reflecting the lack of coherence
of any specific urban feature and undefinable relevance as it is unclear what uses public
users get from this imagery. In our view, CCTV has little to offer official statistics that
cannot be satisfied through other sensing means.
4.

Conclusion

Through our analysis we have considered the potential utility and limitations of smart city
big data for producing official statistics. Our adaptation and application of the UNECE
(2014) framework for evaluating big data indicates that while the data might be useful for
producing operational KPIs, where the data are sufficient quality for the intended purpose,
they generally lack sufficient qualities for creating official statistics. Our limited access to
open data sources that are environment and transport related, which lack personal
identifiable information limit us from making a generalised assessment of privacy. This is
not the case for many big data sets being considered for producing official statistics and in
this sense, the data we have evaluated are outliers with respect to privacy concerns. Our
positive assessment of privacy then is a function of data type and our strict use of open data
sources. Agencies compiling official statistics and data protection offices should maintain
proactive legal measures to prioritise effective management of PII in potential data sources.
Access is a key issue. Our focus has been limited to environment and transport data
because data produced by most of the systems and infrastructure set out in Table 2 has not
been available to us. Similarly, access is a major issue with other big data sets being
considered for use in official statistics. Many piloted studies have used samples of
otherwise closed data, such as mobile network data and consumer transaction data, which
can make assessment difficult. Even in cases where we have gained access, our ability to
fully evaluate the data against our criteria was sometimes limited, but may be solvable
with effective collaboration. Since such closed data is rarely made available for public
consumption, even with adequate anonymisation and individual protections it raises
concerns with respect to interpretability, privacy, and methodological transparency. For
closed data to be trusted – meaning it has fidelity and transparency and maintains privacy
– official statistics providers must have strong relationships with data holders. Good
communication remains a necessary means of resolving some data inadequacies,
especially metadata, but when internal communication is prioritised over openness,
methodological and source transparency as well as relevance could suffer for noninstitutional users.
We need to distinguish between interesting and useful data, and data that are also
suitable for official statistics. There is no doubt that much smart city real-time data are
high value data sets that provide useful data for operational purposes, for understanding
how a city is functioning, and for citizens making decisions. The data can be used to build
apps and for undertaking prediction, simulation, optimisation tasks, and building analytic
models that combine various data. This does not mean though that they are necessarily
available or suitable for producing official statistics. Indeed, our analysis indicates that
only a limited set of smart city real-time data is presently suitable for creating new or
augmenting established official statistics. Others could be made suitable with some
changes to data management.
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We can also consider the complexity of the changes necessary to fix some of the issues
we have observed here. Some issues – such as access, standardisation, and sustainability –
are further out of our influence as data users than others, such as NSIs. Although
institutional limits impede much of our efforts to improve the issues of access, crossjurisdictional standardisation, metadata, and sustainability, we do anticipate that some less
comprehensive changes can reduce some of the problems we have observed. First, built-in
procedures for ensuring anonymisation would immediately reduce privacy concerns, but
are also necessary to satisfy some of the concerns that are held by, for example, public
transit drivers, over the public release of their locations and other information. Spatial
coverage and temporal granularity can be improved upon by investment in the monitoring
data management infrastructure. Additional sensors improve spatial coverage, although
the issue still persists without complete coverage, depending on sensor range and the
physical landscape. Temporal granularity can be improved by increasing the sampling rate
of real-time sensors, which places a larger demand on data storage volume and transfer
speeds. Finally, many of the issues we are faced with are not data issues, but factors
stemming from inadequate documentation. Methodological transparency, metadata, and to
a lesser extent, relevance, depend on adequate documentation of the processes of data
generation, data dictionaries, provenance, and data descriptions. If a real-time data set is
created to address a specific need or as a by-product of a new smart city technology, then
documentation may be a low priority upon releasing the data openly, causing usability
issues. Stricter requirements on documentation of open data would demonstrate a
commitment from data managers to producing high quality usable urban data.
In response to acknowledgements stated by the Scheveningen and Bucharest
Memoranda to produce official statistics from real-time data, NSIs and academics have
been piloting studies of various big data sources. The pilot studies which have emerged to
fulfil these objectives has been limited in number and scope, in part due to the issues we
have identified. With lots of interesting but inconsistent data available to drive these
efforts currently, it becomes necessary for NSIs to engage with data producers to address
issues of data access, data quality, metadata and standards to create consistent, long-term
longitudinal data sets and facilitate the demand for real-time and granular official
statistics. This will have to be accompanied by governance arrangements that set out who
is responsible for the various parts of the data life cycle and statistical production. Prior
to this, further systematic testing of the data is required to validate the suitability and
utility of the data, including the pilot generation of potential new official statistics as
proposed in Table 5. Finally, the advantages that smart city technologies provide for
statistics over survey-based methods should be emphasised, increasing the demand for
quality data and motivation to increase its usability. Given this current state of play,
despite the potential opportunities afforded by smart city data for official statistics, it is
likely to be some time before such sources become a trusted part of the statistical system
of NSIs.
5.
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